Additional information for EU citizens with residence in Prague about a certificate of temporary residence for an EU citizen

You can send your applications for a certificate of temporary residence for an EU citizen with all requirements to this address:

**MOI office Praha I**
*Responsibility for Praha-Východ districts, Praha 1, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9*
Žukovského 888/2
Praha 6

**MOI office Praha II**
*Responsibility for Praha-Západ district; Praha 2, 4, 5 and 10*
Cigánkova 1861/2
Praha 4 – Chodov

In case that this submission contains completed form and all requirements *, you will be contacted by administrative authority to check your passport and to take your certificate of temporary residence for an EU citizen with assigned personal identification number. You will be contacted on the specific soonest term.

* All of the documents submitted must be made out in the Czech language or officially translated into Czech language and you have to send originals or notarized copies. This does not apply for travel document - it is possible to send only simple copy of travel document and submit the original of travel document personally when you go to MOI office to pick up your certificate of temporary residence for an EU citizen.